Disney brings magic back to movies
by Chelsey Falco
The past decade has seen a new era
in the Wonderful World of Walt Disney.
Princesses and two-dimensional drawings
were out, and three-dimensional features
and undercover pop stars were all the
rage. Disney’s merge with Pixar brought
magic to the small screen with its computer-generated imagery (CGI) adventures,
and Johnny Depp made a franchise out of
Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean. The
only thing missing from Disney in the past
decade has been Disney princess movies.
The last Disney movie centered around
a princess was 2007’s Enchanted starring
Amy Adams. The film proved successful, but it was different from past princess films. Enchanted was only partially
animated, with the majority of the film
being live action. Princess Giselle was
not even a princess. Her marriage with
the prince fell through, and she found
her own true love with a New York commoner. Enchanted may have been a princess movie made by Disney, but it was
far from being a Disney princess movie.
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“The Princess and the Frog is one
of the best movies I have seen in a
while. Disney is definitely back to its
roots,” said senior Chelsy Bechtold.
Princess Tiana joins the ranks of
Cinderella and Ariel, but Disney wants
viewers to know that she is more than
a damsel in distress waiting for love to
save her. Tiana is a girl with big dreams
who just happens to find her prince. She
begins the movie as a waitress so she can
earn money to open her own restaurant.
“I think Princess Tiana will
be a good role model for young
girls,” said senior Steph Fell.
Disney fans may have had to wait for
over a decade to view a princess film, but
they will be happy to know that The Princess and the Frog does not disappoint.
Fans will also be happy to know that they
will not have to wait a decade for the next
Disney princess film. Disney’s Rapunzel will be in theaters in November 2010.
Rapunzel, while not hand-drawn, will
further prove that Disney has returned to
telling the stories that created an empire.

Mouth’s Cradle experiments with hip-hop on new EP
by Ashley Youwakim
One would not expect a pair of
Parkland High School alum to create
a collection of music that can be
simultaneously compared to rhymes by
Fresh Prince, beats by the Beastie Boys
and overall melodies that cannot be
paralleled. Mouth’s Cradle, comprised
of Kevin Hegedus and Brandon Linn,
has seriously broadened many of the
high school’s students’ musical horizons.
The duo has prepared a musical feast
that will quench any type of music lover’s
hunger. One of the greatest aspects of the
band is their use of intricate lyrics that any
fifteen to twenty-something can relate.
Although the words pleasantly rapped by
Hegedus are clearly personal, it is as if
Mouth’s Cradle could easily become the
soundtrack to any rebellious teen’s day.
The only greater offering the twosome
could possibly provide its listeners with
are the groundbreaking beats created
by Brandon Linn.
Making use of
unconventional sounds and formerly
awkward theme songs, Linn puts together
a grand mixture of reverberations. Behind
the lyrics one can expect to hear bangs,
voice interludes, clapping, ambulance
sirens, echoes, long pauses and fantasylike melodies; but be not weary, as
the outcome is surprisingly ingenious.
“Take one part indie rock, one
part hip-hop beats and add a helping
of lyrical brilliance and you’ll get
Mouth’s Cradle,” said senior Alex New.
Their debut album titled Baby Teeth
includes five very original songs. The
opener “Honey from a Stone” is unlike
any other pop song heard today. It
embraces a restless drum and constant
electric piano tempo but stays true to pop
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with its promisingly catchy lyrics. The
track, “Cool,” which is best listened to
in a slow-moving car with the windows
down, reveals a side of Hegedus, better
known as Mouf, that separates him from

band Passion Pit, “Sleepydead” opens
with a virtuoso of words that support
the meaning of the band’s name choice.
The lyricism of this single track is
awe-inspiring. The fourth track titled

the lyrics have no real meaning, and it
is undeniable that Hegedus chants newly
created words that even urbandictionary.
com has not cited, the song is the epitome
of brainless songs turned awesome.
The closing track,
“Thank
You,”
makes use of the
jovial Golden Girls
theme song as its
primary
melody.
The song, which is
clearly a dedication
between the two
artists, is just fun
to listen to with an
outside perspective.
“The rhythm and
flow of the entire
album is undeniably
fabulous,”
said
senior Sarah Moyer.
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New Mouth’s Cradle EP is available online. for free download on
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